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Transcript: A Day in the Life – Desiree: 7th Grade
Learning Coach Profile
Transcript (Video)
Transcript (Video with Audio Description)
Transcript (Audio Description)

Transcript (Video)
00:00:00.000
[MUSIC]
00:00:05.138
I'm Desiree, and I am mom and
learning coach to three
00:00:08.382
children that are going through
the K12 online school system.
00:00:12.720
Just like any mom, I'm getting the kids
up and rolling out of bed, breakfast,
00:00:17.620
and then everyone checks their emails.
00:00:21.120
And then they all check their
class connect schedules, and
00:00:24.671
then I always have a capability to see all
of their class connect schedules as well.
00:00:29.655
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And just to see whose gonna be doing what
and kinda have an outline of the day.
00:00:37.620
Then, as everyone is going
through their school process,
00:00:40.430
then I pop in periodically,
just to see how everyone's doing.
00:00:45.750
Making sure they're really paying
attention and focused through their class,
00:00:49.990
and if they have questions then
I'm always accessible to them.
00:00:54.334
For the parent, or a learning coach, the
full engagement day is really gonna vary.
00:01:01.480
Right now there's a lot of
independence from their part,
00:01:04.780
we've been doing this system for
a long time.
00:01:07.250
But I would say an average is probably
anywhere between two and four hours a day.
00:01:11.820
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Then it also is nice to be able to
monitor how everyone's feeling.
00:01:16.260
So, how progress is going, if there's
a little slump in the day for example,
00:01:20.185
that might be where I encourage
to take a little break.
00:01:22.355
Maybe give it some outside
time through something that
00:01:24.965
kind of gives a little refresh for
the day.
00:01:27.545
Sometimes kids who would rather
be doing something else,
00:01:30.775
you just keep encouraging them
to keep going with their day.
00:01:35.435
Elayna will average probably about
six hours of school time a day
00:01:40.960
and sometimes she knocks it
out all really quickly, and
00:01:45.180
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sometimes she takes little
longer breaks during the day.
00:01:48.010
So when Elayna goes through her classes,
if for
00:01:51.016
some reason she's doing her work
after the class connect and
00:01:54.949
hasn't gotten a chance to ask the teacher,
she has options.
00:01:58.975
She can also, go into extra study time,
00:02:02.520
if the kids can reach out and
go through specific problems,
00:02:07.736
and then of course,
she can ask her learning coaches too.
00:02:13.590
I feel as though the online system has
helped her make herself very independent.
00:02:21.130
She knows what she needs to do, she knows
how to log on, she knows how to get to her
00:02:25.730
class connects,
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she knows what assignments are due.
00:02:29.450
It's the ideal of knowing that
your child is growing with it.
00:02:33.090
And I think that's gonna be really
important in the workforce as they get
00:02:37.620
older.
00:02:38.149
As you're starting into the program
it's gonna be possibly something very
00:02:42.140
new to you.
00:02:43.180
There's a lot of learning process
that comes along with that,
00:02:45.300
that curve could take a little while.
00:02:47.170
I would say if you haven't fault like
you're really comfortable into it, for
00:02:51.943
maybe even a few months, give it time.
00:02:54.341
People say I don't know how you do it,
I can never do that.
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00:02:59.070
But you can
Ending Time: 00:03:00.200

Transcript (Video with Audio Description)
00:00:00.691
Description Narrator: A Day in the Life
00:00:02.461
Meet Elayna's Learning Coach.
00:00:05.181
I'm Desiree, and I am mom and learning coach
00:00:08.320
to three children that are going through
00:00:10.669
the K-12 online school system.
00:00:12.731
Just like any mom, I'm getting the kids
00:00:14.579
up and rolling, out of bed, breakfast,
00:00:17.109
and then everyone checks their emails,
00:00:20.800
and then they all check their Class Connect schedules,
00:00:24.189
and then I always have a capability to see
00:00:27.080
all of their Class Conect schedules, as well,
00:00:29.656
and just to see who is gonna be doing what
00:00:33.406
and kind of have an outline of the day.
00:00:36.660
Then, as everyone is going through their school process,
00:00:40.429
then I pop in periodically,
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00:00:42.829
just to see how everyone's doing.
00:00:45.637
Making sure they're really paying attention
00:00:47.408
and they're focused through their class,
00:00:49.761
and if they have questions,
00:00:51.769
then I'm always accessible to them.
00:00:54.991
For a parent or a learning coach,
00:00:58.140
the full engagement day is really gonna vary.
00:01:01.509
Right now, there's a lot of independence from their part.
00:01:04.739
We've been doing this system for a long time,
00:01:07.140
but I would say on average is probably
00:01:09.218
anywhere between two and four hours a day.
00:01:11.814
Then it also is nice to be able to
00:01:13.665
monitor how everyone's feeling,
00:01:16.023
so how progress is going.
00:01:18.215
If there's a little slump in the day, for example,
00:01:20.070
that might be where I encourage to take a little break.
00:01:22.415
Maybe get in some outside time,
00:01:24.143
do something that kind of
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00:01:25.223
gives a little refresh for the day.
00:01:27.463
You know, sometimes kids would rather
00:01:28.853
be doing something else,
00:01:31.266
you just keep encouraging them to keep going with their day.
00:01:35.398
Elayna will average probably about
00:01:37.496
six hours of school time a day,
00:01:40.769
and sometimes she knocks that out all really quickly
00:01:44.649
and sometimes she takes little longer breaks during the day.
00:01:48.039
So when Elayna goes through her classes,
00:01:50.289
if for some reason she's doing her work
00:01:52.889
after the Class Connect, and hasn't gotten a chance
00:01:55.180
to ask the teacher, she has options.
00:01:59.068
She can also go into extra study time.
00:02:03.849
In it, kids can reach out
00:02:05.169
and go through specific problems,
00:02:08.447
and then of course she can, you know,
00:02:10.905
ask her learning coaches, too.
00:02:13.580
I feel as though the online system
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00:02:15.300
has helped her make herself very independent.
00:02:21.136
She knows what she needs to do,
00:02:22.895
she knows how to log on,
00:02:24.708
she knows how to get to her Class Connects,
00:02:26.799
she knows what assignments that are due.
00:02:29.471
It's the ideal of knowing
00:02:31.031
that your child is growing with it,
00:02:33.527
and I think this is gonna be really important
00:02:35.271
in the workforce as they get older.
00:02:38.151
As you're starting into the program,
00:02:40.009
it's gonna be possibly something very new to you.
00:02:43.249
There's a lot of learning process
00:02:44.431
that comes along with that,
00:02:45.359
that curve could take a little while.
00:02:47.191
I would say, if you haven't, you know,
00:02:49.580
felt like you're completely comfortable into it
00:02:52.551
for maybe even a few months, give it time.
00:02:55.459
People say, "Oh, I don't know how you do it."
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00:02:56.991
"I could never do that."
00:02:58.660
But you can.
00:03:02.079
Descriptor Narrator: Various scenes of Desiree and Elayna
00:03:05.100
working on their computers together and separately.
00:03:08.839
Throughout the day, Elayna checks in with Desiree,
00:03:12.449
works at a microscope, and plays outside.

Ending Time: 00:03:17.000

Transcript (Audio Description)
00:00:00.691
Description Narrator: A Day in the Life
00:00:02.461
Meet Elayna's Learning Coach.
00:03:02.079
Descriptor Narrator: Various scenes of Desiree and Elayna
00:03:05.100
working on their computers together and separately.
00:03:08.839
Throughout the day, Elayna checks in with Desiree,
00:03:12.449
works at a microscope, and plays outside.

Ending Time: 00:03:17.000
Note to Video Editor: Video may need to be paused during playback, at the approximate
times indicated, for the insertion of the Audio Descriptions.
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